USER MANUAL

Congratulations with your
Vertepac Carrying System!

WHAT’S INSIDE THE BOX
frame
top
flaps

sternum
strap
shoulder
straps

back
pads

parallel
spine

BAG UNIT
pre-installed
closure
system

hip belt

CARRYING
UNIT
EXTRA CLOSURE
SYSTEM
(optional)

ATTENTION

To make the Vertepac function properly,
it needs to be adjusted to your body size
precisely. Please read the instructions
carefully!
Or watch this video: www.vertepac.com/instructions

STEP 1. PRESET THE TORSO LENGTH.
1. Measure the distance from
the top of your shoulder to
your hip bone with a tape
measure.
2. Look up your personal
frame setting in the table:

Experiment with the settings. Tune to your own preference.

Before proceeding to step 3 make sure the the sliding system is
retracted and the bag is disconnected.

3. Loosen the screw on the
backside of the frame (max
4 turns), while pressing
the spine against the frame.
4. Reposition the fix block to
your personal setting (see
table).
5. Tighten the screw with
your fingers firmly. Do
not use excessive force or
tools.

STEP 2. PRESET THE WAIST SIZE.
(ELASTIC-VELCRO VERSION ONLY)

Set the torso length temporarily to its maximum (7) and pull
down the hip belt until it locks with a click. This makes the
hip belt better accessible.

1. Open the hip belt by
lifting the right cover flap
upward.

2. Position the elastic band
to match your waist size.

3. Close the cover flaps.
Make sure the elastic
bands are entering the
sleeve horizontal and can
stretch freely in and out.

4. Repeat steps 1-3 for the
left cover flap.

STEP 3. CONNECT THE BAG UNIT.
1. Slide the top flaps of the
frame into the connection
pockets at the top of the
bag unit.

2. Attach the shoulder hooks
into the bag connection
loops right above the
connection pockets.

3. Push the side straps
from the bag through the
D-rings of the frame and
close the double velcro
closure (both sides).

DISCLAIMER

TOTO Carrying Systems created the Vertepac with great care and
attention for product safety. Nonetheless, TOTO Carrying Systems is
not liable for any damages or harm that comes from using its products.
You are responsible for using your Vertepac in a safely manner.

STEP 4. PUT IT ON.

1. Slide the Vertepac onto your
shoulders.

2. Pull down the hip belt until
you hear a click. The hip belt
is now in extented/action
mode.
3. Bend slightly forward and
close the belt firmly around
your hips.
4. Stand up straight and tighten
if needed.

5. Pull down the shoulder
straps.

6. Attach the sternum strap for
stability.

7. Tighten the top loader
straps.

STEP 5. TAKE IT OFF.

1. Release the sternum
strap.

2. Open the hip belt closure.

3. Take the Vertepac off your
shoulders.

4. Pull the release pin on
the spine and let go. The
hip belt will slide up into
compact/rest mode.

Freedom to move

Effortless carrying

Modular system

Hip comfort

Customizable

Back protector

No sweat

Healthy spine

EXPAND YOUR FREEDOM.
www.vertepac.com

